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Values of the scalar field c(x,t), if initially bounded, will always be bounded by the limits set 
by the initial conditions. This observation permits the maximum variance 7" to be computed 
as a function of the mean value c. It is argued that this maximum should be expected in the 
limit of infinite Schmidt numbers (zero scalar species diffusivity). This suggests that c' I c on 
the axis ofturbulentjets, for example, may not tend to a constant, i.e., independent of xld, in 
the limit of very large Schmidt numbers. It also underscores a difficulty with the k - 1 scalar 
spectrum proposed by Batchelor [J. Fluid Mech. 5, 113 ( 1959) ]. 
In contrast to velocity fluctuations in a three-dimen-
sional flow, a turbulent flow cannot generate passive scalar 
fluctuaton values outside the initial bounds. Consequently, 
the values of the scalar field c(x,t), if initially within 0 and 1, 
for example, will always be bounded by these limits. This can 
be shown to be a direct result of the scalar transport equa-
tion, 
ac "" 2 
-+u·Vc==V c, 
at 
(1) 
in which the scalar species diffusivity 9J must be positive, as 
directed by thermodynamic considerations. 
A useful measure of the scalar fluctuations is the scalar 
variance 7", which equals the second moment ofp(c), the 
probability density function (pdf) of the scalar, i.e., 
7" = f (c- c) 2p(c)dc, (2) 
where the scalar values specified by the initial/boundary 
conditions have been scaled such that O<;;;c< 1 and where 
c = f cp(c)dc (3) 
is the mean (expectation) value of the scalar field (pdf). 
As a consequence of the boundedness of the values of the 
scalar field, the variance is maximized when the pdf realizes 
its integral as far away from the mean as possible. In other 
words, as 
p(c)--+ (1- c)t5(c) + c 8(1- c), (4) 
where t5 (c) denotes the Dirac delta function. This pdf should 
describe the behavior in the limit of 9J -0, corresponding to 
Sc=vl!iJ--+ oo, where Sc is the Schmidt number of the dif-
fusing species and vis the kinematic viscosity. In such a flow, 
the turbulence will be stirring, but not mixing, c parts of 
c = 1 fluid per ( 1 -c) parts of c = 0 fluid. This yields 
?'" -c(l- c) as Sc- oo, (5) 
for the limiting value for the variance, which attains its maxi-
mum of 7" = ! at c = !· The foregoing suggests that the 
ratio :::, 
7" 0 < ::: = < 1, 
c(l- c) (6) 
is an appropriate unmixedness parameter, with zero attained 
in the limit of perfect mixing, i.e., as p(c) -t5(c- c), and 
unity corresponding to stirring but no mixing [ Eqs. ( 4) and 
( 5)] in the limit of Sc- oo. The quantity ::: of Eq. ( 6) was 
proposed by Danckwerts, 1 in the context of estimating the 
rate of a chemical reaction of imperfectly mixed reactants, 
who dubbed it "intensity of segregation" and recognized its 
limits. In contrast, the more conventional normalization of 
the variance of the scalar fluctuations yields 
(7) 
and can realize any value between zero and infinity depend-
ing on the value of c. 
These relations imply that, in the limit of Sc- oo, the 
normalized root mean square scalar fluctuations on the axis 
of a momentum-driven, axisymmetric, turbulent jet, for ex-
ample, should tend to infinity as xl d- oo, where dis the jet 
nozzle diameter and x is the distance from the jet nozzle 
(measured from a virtual origin). In particular, at finite 
Reynolds number and large xld we should expect 
.£..;;;; ( 1 - c) 112 -const (~) 112 as Sc- oo, (8) 
c c d 
since c a: d lx in this case. This should be compared to the 
assumption that, at large xl d, c' I c can be taken as a constant 
on the jet axis; often accepted as valid independently of the 
Schmidt number. 
A second consequence of the limiting behavior of 7" 
concerns the spectrum of the scalar fluctuations at high 
Schmidt numbers. Specifically, it was proposed by Batche-
lor2 that at high Reynolds numbers and for spatial scales 
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below the Kolmogorov dissipation scale3 
AK=<vl€)114, (9a) 
where € denotes the dissipation rate of the kinetic energy per 
unit mass, the spectrum Ec (k) of a passive conserved scalar 
c(x,t) should obey a k -I power law. This regime was pre-
dicted to extend to spatial scales down to the scalar diffusion 
(Batchelor) scale 
As=AK sc-1/2• (9b) 
It would appear that the arguments leading to this conclu-
sion become more robust as the separation between the Kol-
mogorov and Batchelor scales increases, i.e., in the limit of 
large Schmidt numbers. 
Now, the variance of the scalar fluctuations can also be 
computed as the integral of the scalar spectrum over the 
range of wave numbers, i.e., 
I i"' I i 11Aa (!'L =- Ec (k)dk::::::- Ec (k)dk. 
1T 0 1T 0 
(10) 
As a consequence, as Sc becomes large, the Batchelor pro-
posal yields at high Reynolds numbers (Moffatt4 ) 
f!'L _ _x_ (A + ~ Re- 112 ln(Sc)) ( 11a) 
UIL 2 ' 
where 
- f2J JV 12 (Llc)2 x= c ---
LIU 
(11b) 
is the scalar dissipation rate, Re = LUI v is the flow Reyn-
olds number, A and Bare constants, and Llc = 1 is the scalar 
diference specified by the initial/boundary conditions. This 
estimate of the variance can be seen to diverge (logarithmi-
cally) as the Schmidt number is increased. 
The difficulty with the logarithmic divergence was re-
cognized by Batchelor,2 who stated that the k -I spectrum 
would be established throughout the viscous-convective 
range, 1/ A K < k < 1/ A 8 , only if sufficient variance f!'L was 
supplied from the larger scales (also see the discussion in 
Monin and Yaglom,5 p. 437). Moffatt4 points to the loga-
rithmic divergence, but observes that, at high Reynolds 
numbers, the contribution from the Batchelor spectrum [the 
second term in Eq. ( I1a)] is typically negligible. 
We appreciate that to establish the logarithmic diver-
gence of Eq. ( 11 ) may require a time t in excess of the Bat-
chelor diffusion time t 8 , which, for high Reynolds number 
flow, would be scaled by2 
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! 8 = (tK/2)ln(Sc), 
where 
tK = ( v/€) 112 a: (L /U)Re- 112 
(12a) 
(12b) 
is the Kolmogorov dissipation time. 3 A time t 8 may be re-
quired for the diffusion interface thickness to decrease to the 
Batchelor diffusion scale A 8 , under the action of the sub-
Kolmogorov scale strain rate, and for the spectrum to extend 
to k:::::: 1/ A 8 . At fixed Reynolds number, the limiting behav-
ior can be studied by increasing the Schmidt number, with an 
attendant increase in the time t allowed for the diffusion 
process to attain dynamic equilibrium, such that t > t 8 , as 
necessary. 
Comparing Eqs. ( 11) and ( 12), we see that the contri-
bution to the variance from the k - 1 portion of the scalar 
spectrum is proportional to the product 
xt B - Re- I /2 In ( ffc). It would appear that, provided the 
time available for diffusion is larger than t 8 as Sc ...... oo, the 
k -I spectrum yields a scalar fluctuation variance that is in-
consistent with the upper bound of Eq. ( 5). 
Finally, we should note that a correction to the k -I 
power law that would increase the negative exponent of k, or 
the application of an integrating factor in that regime, would 
permit the integral over wave numbers to converge in the 
limit of high Schmidt number. We also recognize, however, 
that convergence alone would not be sufficient to resolve the 
difficulty; the scalar variance, as estimated by the scalar 
spectrum [Eq. (10) ], must be bounded by its maximum 
[Eq. (5)]. 
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